The reinforcement sensitivity theory (RST) relates individual differences in reward sensitivity to the activation of the behavioral approach system (BAS). Dopamine-related brain structures have been repeatedly associated with reward processing, but also with cognitive processes such as task switching. In the present study, we examined the association between reward sensitivity and the event-related fMRI BOLD response with set switching in 31 males. As expected, the right inferior frontal cortex (rIFG) and the striatum (i.e. the left putamen) were involved in set-switching activity for the overall sample. Interindividual differences in Gray's reward sensitivity were related to stronger activity in the rIFG and the ventral striatum. Thus, trait reward sensitivity contributed to the modulation of brain responsiveness in set-switching tasks. Having considered previous research, we propose that higher BAS activity is associated with a stronger reward to process a better implementation of goal-directed tasks and the diminished processing of secondary cues.
INTRODUCTION
defined a behavioral activation system (BAS) that underlies individual differences in positive incentive motivation and impulsivity. Dopaminergic neurotransmission has been proposed to play a central role in BAS functioning because of the implication of the mesolimbic and mesocortical pathways in reward-directed behavior (Depue and Collins, 1999; Pickering and Gray, 1999) . Neuroendocrine, neuroimaging and genetic research on individual differences in dopaminergic activity have confirmed the proposed role of this neurotransmitter in the regulation of BAS activity (Depue et al., 1994; Farde et al., 1997; Ebstein et al., 2000; Yasuno et al., 2001) .
Several behavioral studies have been conducted to ascertain the cognitive mechanisms involved in BAS using personality questionnaires such as the BIS-BAS scales (Carver and White, 1994) or the Sensitivity to Punishment and Sensitivity to Reward Questionnaire (SPSRQ; Torrubia et al., 2001) . These studies have served to confirm and extend the hypotheses derived from the reinforcement sensitivity theory (RST) model (for reviews, see Corr, 2004; Á vila et al., 2008) . Basically, individuals with a more active BAS have better appetitive learning but an impaired processing of aversive cues when responding to reward (Gupta, 1990; Patterson and Newman, 1993; Pickering et al., 1995; Á vila, 2001) . In other words, the processing of secondary aversive cues diminishes when these individuals expect a reward.
Dopamine has been traditionally related to reward processing (Wise, 2008) . However, some proposals have extended its role in cognition to a more generalized processing of set switching, an executive function that requires online maintenance and the updating of the sensorimotor associations between the stated sets of sensory and motor representations that are to be intermittently updated (upheld, reversed or replaced altogether) in a context-sensitive way (Cools, 2006; Boulougouris and Tsaltas, 2008) . This relationship arose from experimental studies in patients with Parkinson's disease which show that low activity in dopaminergic pathways impairs the ability to disengage from old and irrelevant response sets (Hayes et al., 1998; GaunlettGilbert et al., 1999) . Patterson and Newman (1993) have proposed that BAS activity was specifically related to the ability to switch from automatic to controlled processing when contingencies impel to do so. Situations in which previously rewarded responses were followed by punishment or nonreward are the most illustrative cases because unexpected feedback would entail the need for controlled processing. Some behavioral studies have shown that a BAS overactivity (measured with personality questionnaires) was associated with a better ability to disengage from aversive stimuli (Patterson et al., 1987; Á vila, 2001 ) and in general, with a better ability for disengagement from previous irrelevant stimuli (Á vila and Parcet, 1997, 2001; Pickering and Gray, 1999; Poy et al., 2004) and to set switching (Á vila et al., 2003) . Thus, individuals with a more active BAS had a lower facility to switch from automatic to controlled processing when faced with unexpected feedback. It is noteworthy that the action of the BAS has been proposed to be mediated by dopamine-related structures (see Pickering and Gray, 1999; Á vila et al., 2008) .
In the present study, we investigated the neural basis of set switching by adapting the paradigm used in our previous study to fMRI (Á vila et al., 2003) . Previous studies have related performance in these tasks to the activation of both reward-related brain structures such as the striatum (Graham et al., 2009; Zastrow et al., 2009) and the right inferior frontal cortex (Aron and Poldrack, 2006; Robbins, 2007) . We predicted that these structures would be implicated in the set-switching process and that BAS activity (measured with the SR scale) would be positively related with their activation.
METHODS

Subjects
Total of 31 male, right-handed students at the Universitat Jaume I of Castelló were selected for this study (mean age ¼ 25.0, s.d. ¼ 5.9). All the participants completed the Sensitivity to Reward scale of the SPSRQ (Torrubia et al., 2001) . The mean score was 10.23 (s.d. ¼ 4.21, ranges 3-21) and scores followed a normal distribution; thus this distribution was consistent with those obtained from other samples (Torrubia et al., 2001; Barró s-Loscertales et al., 2010) . The research project was approved by the ethical committee of the Universitat Jaume I and was in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki guidelines. All the subjects participating in this experiment were paid for their collaboration.
Task
The stimulus consisted of a square or a circle presented on a white background. The participants were presented with MRI-adapted goggles (Resonance Technologies, Inc., Northridge, CA, USA). Each figure could be alternatively filled in with red or blue. A label was presented at the same time as the stimulus at the top of the figure, indicating whether the subject should pay attention to the shape ('Forma') or color ('Color') of the figure. Eight different combinations were available by mixing two possible shapes, two colors and two labels. The participants were instructed to push one of the two buttons of the ResponseGrip (Nordic NeuroLab AS, Bergen, Norway) with their right hand when they recognized an upcoming stimulus according to the following rules: one button was pushed if the figure was a circle (when Shape) or red (when Color), whereas the other button was pushed if the figure was a square (when Shape) or blue (when Color). The response buttons were counterbalanced across subjects. A fixation cross was presented 1 s before the stimulus in order to help the subject maintain the fixation point in the center of the screen. Each subject was trained with an 8-min session before entering the scanner. They also underwent a further 5-min training inside the scanner while running a short fMRI session so there was less possibility of arousal effects during the proper experiment sessions which followed.
Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Albany, CA, USA) which ran on a Microsoft XP platform was used to program the task. Each time bin, intended as the time needed to acquire a whole brain volume, was set to 2000 ms. Visual presentation was synchronized with the scanner via the SyncBox (Nordic NeuroLab AS, Bergen, Norway) equipment. Each stimulus lasted 1000 ms and was placed at the beginning of a time bin. The stimuli were pseudo-randomly interleaved by 0, 1, 2 or 3 blank time bins (null events with a fixation cross).
The experimental session consisted of two subsequent runs of 7 min and 5 s each, with a differently randomized presentation of sequences. Each run consisted in 215 volume acquisitions. Within these, a total of 100 stimuli were presented in order to obtain 30 'switch' and 30 'nonswitch' conditions per run. A 'switch' event was defined as the condition of changing the set to be used in order to answer the upcoming stimulus in relation to the previous one (shape-color or color-shape trials). Coherently, a 'nonswitch' event was assumed to happen when the subject answered the upcoming stimulus with the same set as the previous one (shape-shape or color-color). Figure 1 illustrates the experimental conditions. The possibility of a switch or a nonswitch condition was considered only between subsequent time bins (2 s); when one or more null events was/were set between two stimuli, the upcoming stimulus was considered a 'first event' and was modeled separately. To ensure good spectral density in variance for both 'switch' and 'nonswitch' conditions, a total of 115 null events were introduced into each run. Finally, it is important to notice that, compared with the procedure used by Á vila et al., (2003) , the present procedure reduces the magnitude of switch costs because the interstimulus interval was increased to 2 s. 
MRI parameters
All the sessions were performed in a 1.5 T MRI Siemens Avanto scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). The acquisition plane was axial and oriented so that both the rostral and caudal extremities of the corpus callosum lay on the same plane. The fMRI sessions parameters were as follows: Single-Shot Echo-Planar, Tr/Te ¼ 2000/45 ms, axial matrix ¼ 64 Â 64, slice thickness ¼ 4 mm, FOV ¼ 210 Â 210 mm, resulting voxel size ¼ 3.28 Â 3.28 Â 4 mm, number of slices ¼ 29 interleaved, flip angle ¼ 908.
Data analysis
Data analysis was performed with SPM5 (The Wellcome Institute of Neurology, London, UK). Images were first realigned and unwrapped, then normalized to the MNI space by using the standard EPI template and by setting the mean realigned image as a reference. Smoothing was applied with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm. In the first-level analysis, a full factorial design including both runs was set for each subject by modeling the switch events, the nonswitch events and the first event within each trial, separately. Translational and rotational realignment corrections were set as regressors. A high pass filter was introduced with a value of 128 s. The convolution was performed by using the canonical HRF. At this level of analysis, contrast images were defined for each subject as the difference between the switch and nonswitch events, averaged over the two runs. The resulting contrast images of parameter estimates were used in the second-level analysis to explore task related activations and association of this activation with Sensitivity to Reward scores. A voxel-by-voxel regression analysis of switch-repeat contrast images was performed by including the SR scale scores as a covariate of interest within the general linear model in framework SPM5. The statistics resulting from each voxel were transformed to Z-scores and displayed as SPMs within the standard space.
Task-related switch activation was studied by the definition of a priori regions of interest (ROIs) in the right inferior frontal gyrus and the striatum. The definition of the ROI in the right inferior was based on the areas activated by task switching in previous studies (Aron and Poldrack, 2006; Robbins, 2007; Graham et al., 2009; Zastrow et al., 2009) , while the striatum was defined with the coordinate system from the Montreal Neurological Institute template (TzourioMazoyer et al., 2002) . These two ROIs were defined with the structural templates using the WFU Pickatlas (Maldjian et al., 2003) . A statistical threshold of P < 0.005 uncorrected (k > 20) was used to study the activation in the right inferior frontal gyrus a priori ROIs, which is in line with previous functional imaging investigations of the neural correlates of the BAS (Beaver et al., 2006) . Likewise for a discrete anatomical structure such as the striatum, we applied a small volume correction (SVC) for multiple comparisons at a statistical threshold of P < 0.05 (FWE corrected).
RESULTS
Behavioral data
The reaction times (RTs) and accuracy data appear in Table 1 . As expected, RTs were faster for the control nonswitching trials than for the switching trials [F (1,29) ¼ 7.66, P < 0.01]. Similarly, accuracy was better for the control trials than for the switching trials [F (1,29) ¼ 38.54, P < 0.001]. The correlations between the SR scores and performance were all nonsignificant. However, a positive correlation between the SR scores and errors during the switching trials was obtained once the errors in the control condition had been controlled (P < 0.10; Table 1 ).
The fMRI data As expected, the average effect among all the subjects revealed activation in the right inferior frontal cortex (MNI 34, 32, À 6; k ¼ 47; T ¼ 4.17, P < 0.001, uncorrected) and the left striatum affecting the putamen (MNI À24, 6, 4; k ¼ 82; T ¼ 4.32; P < 0.02, FWE-SVC) during task completion (Figure 2 ). Other activations for the overall task appear in Supplementary Table S1 (P < 0.005, uncorrected).
The regression analysis yielded a significant positive correlation between the SR scores and activation in the right ventral striatum (MNI 6, 12, 6 ; k ¼ 26; T ¼ 3.75; P < 0.05, FWE-SVC) and the right inferior frontal cortex (MNI 30, 28, À8; k ¼ 32, T ¼ 3.44, P < 0.001, uncorrected) ( Figure 3A) . The other activations appear in Supplementary Table S2 (P < 0.005, uncorrected). No negative correlation between the SR scores and the activation in the ROIs was found. It is noteworthy that the SR scores correlated negatively with the activation in the rostral anterior cingulate (MNI 8, 38, À2; k ¼ 166; T ¼ 4.14; P < 0.001, uncorrected, see Figure 3B ). The other negative correlations appear in Supplementary  Table S2 .
DISCUSSION
This study was designed to investigate the brain mechanisms involved in the higher ability of individuals with a more active BAS to automatically disengage from the semantic information derived from previous stimuli once they had All the correlations were non significant (P > 0.05).
Set switching and sensitivity to reward SCAN (2012) disappeared and to reconfigure conditions of relevancy to a new set (Patterson et al., 1987; Á vila and Parcet, 1997, 2001; Á vila et al., 2003; Smillie and Jackson, 2005) . For this purpose, we adapted a task-switching procedure employed in previous studies to fMRI (Hayes et al., 1998; Á vila et al., 2003; Gu et al., 2008) . When compared with our previous behavioral study (Á vila et al., 2003) , the present procedure replicated the switching effect, but not the negative correlation with the BAS scores. However, individuals with higher SR scale scores presented a more activated right striatum and right inferior frontal cortex than low scorers, i.e. the areas related to response reconfiguration and inhibition. Adaptation of the task employed by Avila et al. (2003) to the fMRI yielded a significant, but reduced switch cost. Previous results using similar procedures to investigate task switching have obtained similar magnitudes of the switch costs and brain areas related to task switching (Gu et al., 2008) . However, this difference is important between both procedures and should be borne in mind to interpret the lack of SR effects on behavioral measures derived from the task. The main change in the task was made given the need to regulate successive trials using a fixed 2-s interstimulus interval, whereas the second stimulus in the seminal study appeared immediately after the response to the first stimulus. This change considerably reduced the magnitude of the time required for switching and has probably precluded the replication of the BAS-associated effect. This lack of replication of the personality effect may not only affect the interpretation of the neural differences, but the presence of these correlates may also make the interpretation of the neural results difficult (see Price and Friston, 1999 , for a discussion).
Performance on task-switching appears to be a product of an interaction between task-set inertia (the persistence of a set from the previous trial), exogenous task-set activation and endogenous control (Robbins, 2007) . The brain activity associated with switching the cognitive set revealed larger oxygen consumption in the right inferior frontal cortex (rIFG) for switch trials when compared with nonswitch trials. This activation pattern is largely consistent with previous literature, indicating that this brain area is fundamental in inhibitory processes (Xue et al., 2008) . The right inferior frontal gyrus is an area that is consistently related to inhibitory control, task switching and set switching across different paradigms. Its role seems to be related to reactive inhibition to an exogenous cue, which needs endogenous control to reconfigure the response to the new relevant conditions (Robbins, 2007) .
The overall task also yielded a significant activation in the left putamen, similar to that reported in previous fMRI studies using either set-switching tasks such as the WCST (Monchi et al., 2001 (Monchi et al., , 2006 or set-switching tasks similar to those employed in the present study (Rubia et al., 2006; Zastrow et al., 2009) . The fact that a significant increase in activity was lateralized to the left putamen is consistent with the required contralateral motor response (Monchi et al., 2001) . Moreover, the present study provides further evidence that the putamen is involved in the execution of nonroutine actions that require an internal reconfiguration of the relevant set (Monchi et al., 2006) . Cunnington et al. (2002) reported a significant activity of the putamen during self-initiated movements, but not during externally triggered alternating movements. The fact that putamen activation appears when comparing responses that require a switch in the relevant set (shape-color or color-shape) with responses to the same kind of stimuli that do not require set-switching (shape-shape and color-color) shows that the left putamen specifically participates in this internal set reconfiguration.
The analysis of brain activation as a function of BAS activity has revealed the relevant role of the right inferior frontal cortex and the striatum in set-switching. Previous research has associated the right IFG with efficiency in stopping and switching in normal (Aron and Poldrack, 2006) and pathological samples (Rubia et al., 1999) . In addition, its activity is modulated by drugs that improve the inhibitory control (Chamberlain et al., 2009 ). This research clearly relates the Fig. 2 The results obtained for the switch vs nonswitch contrast (P < 0.0005, uncorrected). Activation foci were located on the left putamen (left) and the right inferior frontal gyrus (right).
stronger activity in this area with a better ability to inhibit the representation of the previous set and to also reconfigure the response to the new relevant set.
As expected, the SR scores positively correlated with the activation of the right ventral striatum. Previous studies obtained similar results using reward processing paradigms. Beaver et al. (2006) showed a stronger activation in the right ventral striatum (and other reward brain areas) in participants with high BAS scale scores while they looked at pictures of appetizing food. Similarly, Hahn et al. (2009) used the task widely employed by Knutson et al. (2001) to investigate individual differences in processing cues for reward. Again, a very similar pattern of activation involving the right ventral striatum correlated positively with the SR scores. Importantly, a previous anatomical study in our laboratory using the VBM technique also revealed a reduction of gray matter volume in the right ventral striatum in individuals with a more active BAS (Barró s- Loscertales et al., 2006) . Later, a number of studies from different laboratories using different paradigms all focused on the BAS activity-related brain activation being linked with the right ventral striatum.
One important aspect is the different role of striatum nuclei in this task. The left putamen participates uniquely in the switch process by implementing the correct motor program. Laterality is in the left part of the brain because responses are made with the right hand. This effect seems to be independent of personality. The right caudate, however, seems to act as a moderator of motivation-related switch activity. In individuals with higher reward sensitivity this nucleus is activated when a relevant stimulus indicates that a cognitive shift should be made. Then the putamen and the caudate seem to play different roles in this task.
The results of the present study also show a negative relationship between the SR scores and the activation of the right rostral anterior cingulate. This area is anatomically connected to the ventral striatum and appears to be involved in the selection of appropriate motor responses and also in planning sequential movements. Its role could be related to the employment of the attentional resources required to select the correct actions by detection of error and by monitoring action performance (Isomura and Takada, 2004) . These authors suggested that the rostral ACC may play critical roles in performing appropriate actions with attention and in checking the performance to acquire rewards efficiently. Thus a negative correlation between BAS activity and the activation of the rostral anterior cingulate may reflect a tendency to reassure responses to changing conditions.
Previous behavioral studies investigating BAS-associated cognitive processes have revealed differences in the processing of reward cues, appetitive learning and aversive learning. In short, individuals with a more active BAS have shown better appetitive learning (Gupta 1990; Á vila and Parcet, 2000, 2001) and impaired aversive learning (Patterson et al., 1987 (Patterson et al., Á vila et al., 1995 Á vila, 2001) . In all cases, the experimental procedures implied continuous responding for reward and sporadic appearances of aversive, secondary stimuli. In such circumstances, a more active BAS predisposes to persevering in dominant, appetitive responses and to ignoring secondary information, whereas a less active BAS predisposes to greater reflection after processing unexpected, infrequent information (Patterson and Newman, 1993) . As dopamine is not merely related to reward processing, we may extend these results to switching situations by considering that dopamine may not only mediate processing of reward, but may also play a more general role in processing relevant stimuli and in preparing and programming goaldirected behavior (Robbins and Everitt, 1995; Pickering and Gray, 2001) . Along these lines, previous ERP research has shown that increased dopamine-active agents such as caffeine decrease switch costs by enhancing anticipatory control processes (Tieges et al., 2006) . This response of the dopaminergic cells would suppress the influence of past stimuli when coping with new stimuli, improving the ability to flexibly maintain and coordinate two task sets during task switching. Therefore, individuals with a more active BAS would experiment greater activity in the dopaminergic neurons that easily disengage attention from the influence of past stimuli, thus allowing a faster set reconfiguration. This process is advantageous for situations requiring continuous switching between two different tasks, but is disadvanteagous for situations requiring a modification of an overlearned response program. These processess would be mediated by the right ventral striatum and right inferior cortex and also by its connection to the rostral ACC.
There is growing interest in the literature in investigating how the presence of motivational components may modulate performance in task-switching tasks. In this sense, the results of the present study are consistent with recent fMRI data and show that the striatum (Aarts et al., 2010) and the inferior frontal cortex (Savine and Braver, 2010 ) are brain areas involved in task switching, but that their activity is modulated by the presence of reward cues. Aarts et al. (2010) found that those individuals with stronger dopamine activity in the striatum (the 9-repeat allele of the DAT1 polymorphism) have reduced switch costs and a stronger BOLD response in the striatum than 10-R carriers when faced with a reward cue. Similarly, Savine and Braver (2010) observed how the inferior frontal cortex may treat reward and switch cues as equivalent signals, which indicates that high salience or motivational priority is associated with available task-set information. As the individuals with higher SR scale scores showed more incentive motivation (see Avila et al., 2008) , we may interpret consistently with the above studies that stronger activity in the striatum and the right inferior frontal cortex reflects the action of the reward system on the cognitive system related to task switching. Then, the increased dopamine activity associated with stronger BAS activity would serve to enhance the updating of information, which would facilitate task switching.
This study has several limitations. First, the sample was formed by males. Although this approach is acceptable, especially when investigating the personality dimensions related to reward sensitivity, future studies should determine if it is possible to generalize the results to females. Second, the design synchronized the stimulus presentation with the volume acquisition, thus opening up the possibility of measuring the BOLD response inadequately. However, the considerable number trials, the inclusion of an important number of null trials and the use of a small TR may counteract this problem.
In conclusion, our results not only indicate associations between individual differences in reward sensitivity and activity in the right frontal and striatum during set-switching tasks, but also show how brain correlates are consistent with the behavioral differences observed in these tasks. BAS overactivity is associated with faster switching and this pattern seems to depend on a stronger activation in these brain areas. Conversely, BAS underactivity was seen to be associated with more caution and responding, which is related to activity in the rostral ACC. The potential utility of these findings to understand pathologies related to reward processing requires further study.
